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SUBCONVEXITY BOUND FOR HECKE CHARACTER L-FUNCTIONS OF IMAGINARY
QUADRATIC NUMBER FIELDS
Keshav Aggarwal
Abstract. Let K “ Qp?´Dq be an imaginary number field, ppq “ pp1 be a split odd prime and ψ be a Hecke
character of conductor p. Let Lps, ψq be the associated L-function. We prove the Burgess bound in t-aspect and
a hybrid bound in conductor aspect,
Lp1{2` it, ψq !D,ε p1` |t|q3{8`εp1{8
for p ! t. In Appendix A, we present the ideas for an elementary proof of Voronoi summation formula for
holomorphic cusp forms with CM and squarefree level. This is done by exploiting the lattice structure of ideals
in number fields. Voronoi summation for such cusp forms is given by Kowalski, Michel and Vanderkam [7].
We hope that our method of proof can extend their result to any CM cusp form in S kpΓ1pNqq and arbitrary
additive twist. We encounter quadratic and quartic Gauss sums in the process. We shall present the calculations
for the general case in the next version of the paper.
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1. Introduction
Let K “ Qp?´Dq be an imaginary quadratic number field with D ą 0 squarefree. The units in the ring
of integers OK are the roots of unity µK. Let p be an odd split prime, say ppq “ pp1. By Dedekind’s theorem,
the polynomial f pxq “ x2 ` D “ px ` dqpx ´ dq mod p splits into linear factors. Let p be generated by
tp, ?´D´du overOK. A possible isomorphism Θ : OK{pÑ Fp is given byΘpa`b
?´Dq “ a`bd mod p
(when ´D ” 2, 3 mod 4) or Θpa`b
?´D
2
q “ pa` bdq2 mod p (when ´D ” 1 mod 4).
Let ψ be a Hecke character of conductor p and weight r. Then ψ is given by,
ψpa` b?´Dq “ χpa ` bdq
ˆ
a` b?´D?
a2 ` b2D
˙r
, when ´ D ” 2, 3 mod 4
ψ
ˆ
a` b?´D
2
˙
“ χpa ` bdqχp2q
ˆ
a` b?´D?
a2 ` b2D
˙r
, when ´ D ” 1 mod 4.
where χ is a primitive Dirichlet character modp and ψpαq “ 1 for α P µK.
1
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The L-function associated with the Hecke character ψ is given by
Lps, ψq “
ÿ
a is integal
coprime with p
ψpaq
pNaqs for Repsq ą 1.
Hecke gave a functional equation for this L-function and extended it meromorphically to all of the complex
plane. Phragmen-Lindelo¨f principle implies that Lp1{2`it, ψq !ε p1`|t|q1{2`εp1{4`ε- the convexity bound.
The aim of this paper is to prove the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Let K “ Qp?´Dq be an imaginary number field with D ą 0 squarefree. Let p be an odd
split prime, p “ pp1. Let ψ be a Hecke character with weight r ą 0 and conductor prime p, and Lps, ψq be
the associated L-function. Then we have
Lp1{2 ` it, ψq !D,ε p1` |t|q3{8`εp1{8`ε
for p ! t.
The first such result was obtained by Kaufman [6] and Sohne [12], who obtained
Lp1{2 ` it, ψq ! p1` |t|qd{6`ε.
Here ψ is a Hecke character of an arbitrary number field K and d is the degree of K{Q. Sohne actually
got a stronger result which implies subconvexity in level aspect when the conductor of ψ has a small factor.
Diaconu and Garrett [4] proved a t-aspect subconvexity bound for L-functions attached to cuspforms f for
GL2pKq. Their argument uses asymptotics with error term with a power saving for second integral moments
over spectral families of twists Lps, f b ψq by Hecke characters ψ. Michel and Venkatesh [8] used spectral
theory and gave a subconvexity bound uniformly in all aspects for L-functions attached to cusp forms f for
GL2pKq and their GLp1q twists Lps, f b ψq. Wu [14] followed [8] and used an amplification technique to
get a subconvexity bound uniformly in both conductor and t-aspect,
Lp1{2 ` it, ψq !ε Q1{4´p1´2θq{16`ε.
Here θ is any bound towards the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture. Very recently, Booker, Milinovich and
Ng [3] proved a t-aspect subconvexity bound for L-functions of cusp forms f P S kpΓ1pNqq,
Lp1{2` it, f q ! p1` |t|q1{3 log |t|.
They thus obtain a bound of strength comparable to Good’s bound for the full modular group. A key
innovation in their proof is a general form of Voronoi summation that applies to all fractions, even when the
level is not squarefree.
We also require a Voronoi summation formula for any fraction and any level. We worked in parallel to
find a way of proof of Voronoi summation formula for holomorphic cusp forms with complex multiplication
in S kpΓ1pNqq. This is discussed in Appendix A. This also happens to be the key innovation in our proof.
Though our bound is not as strong as that of [3], we hope to be able to achieve that by more careful analysis
as done in [11]. Moreover, our result gives a hybrid bound in level aspect. We must also note that our
method of proof utilizes the algebraic structure of number fields, and we are hopeful to extend this Voronoi
type formula to arbitrary number fields. In particular, by following our ideas, one can get a Voronoi formula
for the Hecke-Maass cusp forms attached to Hecke charaters of real quadratic fields with arbitrary additive
twists. In our knowledge, a Voronoi formula in such generality is yet unknown.
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The proof of Theorem 1.1 closely follows the method of proof for t-aspect subconvexity for GLp2q L-
functions of full level [1]. We have to additionally care about the level and nebentypus.
We shall use Kloosterman’s version of the circle method to detect when an integer n equals 0. Let Q ą 0
be any real number. We have,
(1.1) δpn “ 0q “ 2Re
ż 1
0
ÿÿ˚
1ďqďQăaďQ
1
aq
e
ˆ
na
q
´ nx
aq
˙
dx
for n P Z. Here ep.q “ e2πi. and the ˚ on the inner sum means that pa, qq “ 1. a is the multiplicative
inverse of amod q. The application of the circle method will not be sufficient, and we will apply a conductor
lowering trick in both the t and the level aspect.
By approximate functional equation,
Lp1{2` it, ψq !D,ε sup
N!X1`ε
S pNq
N1{2
`Opptpq´2017q
where
(1.2) S pNq :“
ÿ
aĂOK
ψpaqpNaq´itV
ˆ
Na
N
˙
.
It therefore suffices to estimate S pNq. Let λpnq “ řNa“n ψpaq. We follow Munshi’s approach and write
(1.2) as
(1.3) S pNq “
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
mě1
λpnqm´itV
´
n
N
¯
U
´
m
N
¯
δ
ˆ
n´ m
p
“ 0
˙
δpn ” mmod pq.
We use Kloosterman’s delta method with Munshi’s modification [10] to detect equality. Then S pNq “
S`pNq ` S´pNq where
S˘pNq “ 1
K
ż 1
0
ż
R
1
p
ÿ
αmod p
ÿ ÿ˚
1ďqăQăaďq`Q
1
aq
ÿ
ně1
ÿ
mě1
λpnqnivm´ipt`vqe
ˆ
˘pn´ mqa¯
qp
¯ pn´ mqx
aqp
˙
e
ˆ pn´mqα
p
˙
V
´
v
K
¯
V
´
n
N
¯
U
´
m
N
¯
dvdx
(1.4)
Here, a¯ is the unique multiplicative inverse of apmod qq inside the interval pQ, q ` Qs and a need not be
coprime with p. V and U are smooth functions supported on r1, 2s and r1{2, 5{2s respectively. U is equal
to 1 on r1, 2s. Due to the symmetry between S`pNq and S´pNq, the estimates on both are exactly the same
modulo some change of signs. Therefore we only consider S`pNq. Separating the n and m-sums,
S`pNq “ 1
K
ż 1
0
ż
R
1
p
ÿ
αmod p
ÿÿ˚
1ďqăQăaďq`Q
1
aq
ÿ
ně1
λpnqnivV
´ n
N
¯
e
ˆ
na¯
qp
´ nx
aqp
˙
e
ˆ
nα
p
˙
V
´ v
K
¯
ÿ
mě1
m´ipt`vqe
ˆ´ma¯
qp
` mx
aqp
˙
e
ˆ´mα
p
˙
U
´
m
N
¯
dvdx
(1.5)
It will turn out that the optimal choice of Q is
a
N{pK (and thus lowering the conductor by pKpq1{2).
We will take
(1.6) t3{4p1{4 ! N ă t1`εp1{2, p ă t and pN{pq1{2 ď K ! N1´ε
In this range, we will establish the following bound.
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Proposition 1.2. For p ă t and t3{4p1{4 ! N ă t1`ǫ p1{2, we have
(1.7)
S`pNq
N1{2
! t1{2`εp1{4
ˆ
K1{2p1{4
N1{2
` 1
K1{4p1{4
˙
.
Same bound holds for S´pNq, and consequently for S pNq. The optimal choice of K is therefore K “
pN{pq2{3. With this choice of K, S pNq{N1{2 ! t1{2p1{6{N1{6. For N ! t3{4p1{4, the trivial bound
S pNq ! Ntε is sufficient. This follows by applying Cauchy’s inequality to the n-sum followed by Lemma
2.2 (Ramanujan bound on average). Theorem 1.1 then follows from Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 1.2.
Our writing style is expository and we shall justify our approach in various remarks.
1.1. Proof Sketch of Theorem 1.1. We briefly explain the steps of the proof and provide heuristics in this
subsection. The calculations are parallel to our previous work [1]. The circle method is used to separate the
sums on n and m, and we arrive at (1.5). Trivial estimate gives S pNq ! N2`ε. For simplicity let q — Q. We
are required to save N and a little more in a sum of the formż 2K
K
1
p
ÿ
bmod p
ÿ
q—Q
ÿ‹
QăaďQ`q
ÿ
n—N
λpnqnive
ˆ
na
qp
´ nx
aqp
` nb
p
˙ ÿ
m—N
m´ipt`vqe
ˆ´ma
qp
` mx
aqp
´ mb
p
˙
dv.
The sum over m has ‘conductor’ Qpt — N1{2p1{2t{K1{2. Roughly speaking, the conductor takes into ac-
count the arithmetic modulus qp, with the size “ pt ` vq of oscillation of the analytic weight. If we assume
K ! t1´ε, then the size of the oscillation is t, so the extra oscillation of m´iv does not hurt us here. Poisson
summation changes the length of summation to Qpt{N, and contributes a factor of N along with a congru-
ence condition mod qp and an oscillatory integral. The oscillatory integral saves us t1{2. In all, we will save
N{t1{2 in this step. So far the saving is independent of K. The next step is to apply Voronoi summation to
the n-sum. We need to save t1{2 in a sum of the formż 2K
K
ÿ
q—Q
ÿ
pm,qq“1
|m|!Qpt{N
ˆpt ` vqaqp
px´ maq
˙´ipt`vq ÿ
n—N
λpnqe
ˆ
nm
qp
˙
nive
ˆ
´ nx
aqp
˙
dv,
where a is the unique multiplicative inverse of mmod q in the range pQ, q ` Qs. Since the n-sum involves
GLp2q Fourier coefficients, the ‘conductor’ for the n-sum would be pQpKq2. The new length of sum would
be pQpKq2{N — Kp. Voronoi summation would contribute a factor of N{qp, a dual additive twist and an
oscillatory weight function. The oscillation in the weight function would save us K1{2. In all, we will save
Qp{K1{2 “ N1{2p1{2{K. If K is large, we are actually making the bound worse. We are therefore left to
save t1{2K{p1{2N1{2 in S pNq. Using stationary phase analysis, we will be able to save K1{2 in the integral
over v. At this point, K seems to be hurting more than helping. The final step is to get rid of the GLp2q
oscillations by using the Cauchy inequality and then changing the structure using Poisson summation. After
Cauchy, the sum roughly looks like„ ÿ
n!Kp
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
q—Q
|m|—Qpt{N
pm,qq“1
e
ˆ
´nm
qp
˙ż K
´K
n´iτgpq,m, τqdτ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
21{2
where gpq,m, τq is an oscillatory weight function of size Op1q. The next steps would be to open the absolute
value squared and, apply Poisson to the n-sum and analyze the τ-integral. The τ-integral gives us a saving
of K1{2. After Cauchy and Poisson summation, we will save N1{2{K1{2 in the diagonal term and K1{4p1{2
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in the off-diagonal term. The saving over the convexity bound in the diagonal terms is N1{2{K1{2p1{4. The
saving over the convexity bound from the off-diagonal terms is K1{4p1{4. We will therefore get maximum
saving when N1{2{K1{2p1{4 “ K1{4p1{4, that is K “ pN{pq2{3. This gives us a saving of N1{6{p1{12 over
the t- aspect convexity bound of t1{2`ε. Matching this with the trivial bound N1{2 for N ! t3{4p1{4 gives us
the Burgess-type bound in the t-aspect and a subconvex bound in the level aspect for p ă t.
2. GLp2q Voronoi formula and Stationary PhaseMethod
Let g P SCM
k
pΓ0pLq, χL0q be a CM holomorphic cusp form of weight k (an integer) and level L. Let λpnq
be the Fourier coefficients of g. The nebentypus χL0 is induced from a character of level L0 dividing L. For
coprime integers m and q, let L1 “ pL, qq, L2 “ L{L1 and L3 “ pL1, L2q be coprime with L0. Let F be
a smooth function compactly supported on p0,8q, and let F˜psq “ ş80 Fpxqxs´1dx be its Mellin transform.
An application of the functional equation of Lps, f q, followed by unwinding the integral and shifting the
contour gives the Voronoi summation formula [7].
Lemma 2.1. When pL1, L2q “ 1,
ÿ
ně1
λpnqe
ˆ
n
m
q
˙
Fpnq “1
q
χL1p´mqχL2p´qq
ηpL2q?
L2
ÿ
ně1
λL2pnqe
˜
´nmL2
q
¸
ˆ
ż 8
0
Fpxq
„
2πikJk´1
ˆ
4π
?
nx
q
?
L2
˙
dx.
(2.1)
By arguments given in Appendix A, the Voronoi formula in the case pL1, L2q “ 2 is not much different. Let
q1 “ q{2. Then,
ÿ
ně1
λpnqe
ˆ
n
m
q
˙
Fpnq “1
q
χL1p´mqχL2p´q1q
ηpL2q?
L2
ÿ
ně1
λL2pnqe
˜
´n2mL2
q1
¸
ˆ
ż 8
0
Fpxq
„
2πikJk´1
ˆ
4π
?
nx
q
?
L2
˙
dx.
(2.2)
For our calculations, we take a step back and use the following representation of Jk´1 as an inverse Mellin
transform,
(2.3) Jk´1pxq “ 1
2
1
2πi
ż
pσq
´
x
2
¯´s Γps{2` pk ´ 1q{2q
Γp1´ s{2` pk ´ 1q{2q for 0 ă σ ă 1.
We would also need the following bound, which is the Ramanujan conjecture on average. It follows from
standard properties of Rankin-Selberg L-functions and is well known.
Lemma 2.2. We have, ÿ
nďx
|λpnq|2 ! f ,ε x1`ε.
We would need that stationary phase analysis done in [9]. The contents of this section are given in
Lemmas 2.3 - 2.5 of [1]. For completeness, we mention those here.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose f and g are smooth real valued functions satisfying
(2.4) f piqpxq ! Θ f {Ωif , gp jqpxq ! 1{Ω jg
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for i “ 2, 3 and j “ 0, 1, 2. Suppose gpaq “ gpbq “ 0. Define
(2.5) I “
ż b
a
gpxqep f pxqqdx.
(a) Suppose f 1 and f 2 do not vanish in ra, bs. Let Λ “ minra,bs | f 1pxq|. Then we have
(2.6) I ! Θ f
Ω
2
f
Λ3
˜
1` Ω f
Ωg
`
Ω
2
f
Ω
2
g
Λ
Θ f {Ω f
¸
.
(b) Suppose f 1 changes sign from negative to positive at the unique point x0 P pa, bq. Let κ “ mintb ´
x0, x0 ´ au. Further suppose that (2.4) holds for i “ 4 and
(2.7) f p2qpxq " Θ f {Ω2f
holds. Then
(2.8) I “ gpx0qep f px0q ` 1{8qa
f 2px0q
` O
¨
˝ Ω4f
Θ
2
f
κ3
` Ω f
Θ
3{2
f
`
Ω
3
f
Θ
3{2
f
Ω
2
g
˛
‚.
We will also need a second derivative bound for integrals in two variables. Let
(2.9) Ip2q “
ż b
a
ż d
c
gpx, yqep f px, yqqdydx.
with f and g smooth real valued functions. Let supppgq Ă pa, bq ˆ pc, dq. Let r1, r2 be such that inside the
support of the integral,
(2.10) f p2,0qpx, yq " r21, f p0,2qpx, yq " r22, f p2,0qpx, yq f p0,2qpx, yq ´
”
f p1,1qpx, yq
ı2
" r21r22,
where f pi, jqpx, yq “ Bi` jBxiBy j f px, yq. Then we have (see [13]),
Ip2q !
1
r1r2
.
Define the total variance of g by
varpgq :“
ż b
a
ż d
c
ˇˇˇ
ˇ B2BxBygpx, yq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dydx.
Integration by parts along with the above bound gives us the following.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose f , g, r1, r2 are as above and satisfy condition (2.10). Then we have
Ip2q !
varpgq
r1r2
.
2.1. An integral of interest. FollowingMunshi [9], letW be a smooth real valued function with supppWq Ă
ra, bs Ă p0,8q and Wp jqpxq !a,b, j 1. Define
(2.11) W:pr, sq
ż 8
0
Wpxqep´rxqxs´1dx
where r P R and s “ σ` iβ P C. This integral is of the form (2.5) with
gpxq “ Wpxqxσ´1 and f pxq “ ´rx` 1
2π
β log x.
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Then,
f 1pxq “ ´r ` 1
2π
β
x
and f p jqpxq “ p´1q jp j´ 1q! 1
2π
β
x j
for j ě 2. The unique stationary phase occurs at x0 “ β{2πr. Note that we can write
(2.12) f 1pxq “ β
2π
ˆ
1
x
´ 1
x0
˙
“ r
´
x0
x
´ 1
¯
.
Applying Lemma 2.3 appropriately to W:pr, sq, we get the following.
Lemma 2.5. Let W be a smooth real valued function with supppWq Ă ra, bs Ă p0,8q and Wp jqpxq !a,b, j 1.
Let r P R and s “ σ` iβ P C. We have
(2.13) W:pr, sq “
?
2πep1{8q?´β W
ˆ
β
2πr
˙ˆ
β
2πr
˙σˆ
β
2πer
˙iβ
`Oa,b,σ
´
mint|β|´3{2, |r|´3{2u
¯
.
We also have
(2.14) W:pr, sq “ Oa,b, j,σ
˜
min
#ˆ
1` |β|
|r|
˙ j
,
ˆ
1` |r|
|β|
˙ j+¸
.
3. Application of Dual summation formulas
3.1. Poisson summation to the m-sum. The m-sum is given byÿ
mě1
m´ipt`vqe
ˆ´ma¯´ mαq
qp
` mx
aqp
˙
U
´
m
N
¯
.
Breaking the m-sum into congruence classes modulo qp by changing variables m ÞÑ β` mqp, we getÿ
βmod qp
e
ˆ´βa´ βαq
qp
˙ ÿ
mPZ
pβ` mqpq´ipt`vqe
ˆpβ` mqpqx
aqp
˙
U
ˆ
β` mqp
N
˙
.
Poisson summation to the m-sum givesÿ
βmod qp
e
ˆ´βa´ βαq
qp
˙ ÿ
mPZ
ż
R
pβ` yqpq´ipt`vqe
ˆpβ` yqpqx
aqp
˙
U
ˆ
β` yqp
N
˙
ep´myqdy.
Letting u “ pβ` yqpq{N and executing the complete character sum mod qp, we arrive at
(3.1) N1´ipt`vq
ÿ
mPZ
m”a¯`αqpmod qpq
ż
R
u´ipt`vqe
ˆ
Npx´ maq
aqp
u
˙
Upuqdu
The above integral equals
(3.2) U:
ˆ
Npma´ xq
aqp
, 1´ ipt ` vq
˙
.
Since m ” a¯` αq mod qp, we have m ” a mod q and α ” m´a¯
q
mod p. Therefore α is determined mod p,
and the α-sum in the expression of S`pNq vanishes. Everything together,
S`pNq “ 1
K
ż 1
0
ż
R
V
´
v
K
¯ ÿ ÿ˚
1ďqďQăaďQ
1
aqp
ÿ
ně1
λpnqnivV
´
n
N
¯
ˆ N1´ipt`vq
ÿ
m”a¯mod q
e
ˆ
nm
qp
´ nx
aqp
˙
U:
ˆ
Npma´ xq
aqp
, 1´ ipt ` vq
˙
dvdx.
(3.3)
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We first observe that m “ 0 can occur only when q “ 1 and bounds on U: from lemma 2.5 give arbitrary
saving as soon as Q has a size in N, i.e. as soon as Q “ Nε for any ε ą 0. With the assumption K ! t,
lemma 2.5 gives arbitrary saving for |m| " qpt1`ǫ{N. The sum becomes
S`pNq “ N
1´it
K
ż 1
0
ż
R
N´iv
ÿ
1ďqăQ
ÿ
1ď|m|!qpt1`ǫ{N
pm,qq“1
1
aqp
U:
ˆ
Npma´ xq
aqp
, 1´ ipt ` vq
˙
V
´
v
K
¯
ÿ
ně1
λpnqnivV
´
n
N
¯
e
ˆ
nm
qp
´ nx
aqp
˙
dvdx
(3.4)
We next split the q´sum into dyadic segments pC, 2Cs
S`pNq “ N
K
ÿ
1ďCďQ
dyadic
S pN,Cq
where
S pN,Cq “
ż 1
0
ż
R
N´ipt`vqV
´ v
K
¯ ÿ
Căqď2C
ÿ
1ď|m|! qpt1`ǫ
N
pm,qq“1
1
aqp
U:
ˆ
Npma´ xq
aqp
, 1´ ipt ` vq
˙
ÿ
ně1
λpnqnivV
´
n
N
¯
e
ˆ
nm
qp
´ nx
aqp
˙
dvdx.
(3.5)
3.2. Voronoi summation to the n-sum. Let pm, pq “ pδ, for δ “ 0, 1. When ´D ” 2, 3 mod 4, the
level of the cusp form is L “ 4Dp. When ´D ” 1 mod 4, the level is L “ Dp. In the former case,
L1 “ p4D, qqp1´δ and L2 “ 4Dpδ{p4D, qq. In the latter case, L1 “ pD, qqp1´δ and L2 “ Dqpδ. In the
latter case, pL1, L2q “ 1 and we can use the Voronoi summation formula in [7]. However in the former
case, pL1, L2q “ 1, 2 depending on the congruence class of D and q mod2. We therefore take up the case
where [7] is insufficient. The calculations for´D ” 2, 3 mod 4 are similar, that’s why we present the details
of the case ´D ” 3 mod 4.
For ease of notation, let g “ pD, qq,Dq “ D{pD, qq and 4q “ 4{p4, qq. Then L1 “ p4, qqgp1´δ and
L2 “ 4qDqpδ. L3 “ 2 if q ” 2 mod 4 and L3 “ 1 otherwise. Due to lemma 2.1, the calculations for
the cases q ” 2 mod 4 and q ı 2 mod 4 are similar, so it suffices to work with one of the cases. When
q ı 2 mod 4,
ÿ
ně1
λpnqe
ˆ
nm
qp
˙
nive
ˆ´nx
aqp
˙
V
´
n
N
¯
“2πi
kN1`iv
4πiqp1´δ
χL1p´mpδqχL2p´qp1´δq
ηp4qDqpδqa
4qDqpδ
ÿ
ně1
λL2pnqe
˜
´nm4qDq
qp1´δ
¸
ˆ
ż 8
0
yive
ˆ´yNx
aqp
˙
Vpyq
ż
pσq
˜
2π
?
Nny
qp1´δ{2
a
4qDq
¸´s
γkpsqdsdy.
where
(3.6) γkpsq “ p2πq´s Γps{2` pk ´ 1q{2q
Γp1´ s{2` pk ´ 1q{2q .
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Since k ą 1, γk has no poles in the region Repsq ą ´1, and we can shift the s-integral to σ “ ´1{2 without
picking up poles. This allows us to interchange the s and x integrals.
ÿ
ně1
λpnqe
ˆ
nm
qp
˙
nive
ˆ´nx
aqp
˙
V
´
n
N
¯
“2πi
kN1`iv
4πiqp1´δ
χL1p´mpδqχL2p´qp1´δq
ηpL2qa
4qDqpδ
ÿ
ně1
λL2pnqe
˜
´nm4qDq
qp1´δ
¸
ˆ
ż
pσq
˜
2π
?
Nn
qp1´δ{2
a
4qDq
¸´s
γkpsqV:
ˆ
Nx
aqp
, 1´ s{2` iv
˙
ds.
(3.7)
The bound on V: gives
(3.8) V:
ˆ
xN
aqp
, 1´ s{2` iv
˙
! j min
#
1,
ˆ
1` |Nx{aqp|
|v´ τ{2|
˙ j+
.
We can therefore shift the s-integral to σ “ M for large M and get arbitrary saving for large n. With argu-
ments similar to Remark 3.2 of [1], we will get arbitrary saving for n ą max  Q2p2´δK2D{N,DN{Q2pδ( tε.
So the optimal choice of Q “
a
N{pK. Thus the introduction of divisibility by p in (1.3) is a conductor
lowering trick. For smaller values of n, we shift the integral to σ “ 1. Note that γkp1` iτq “ Op1q.
Assuming K ! t1´ǫ , we get arbitrary saving for |τ| ą Ntǫ{QCp due to the bounds on V:. Thus we can
restrict the integral to τ P r´Ntǫ{QCp,Ntǫ{QCps by defining a smooth partition of unity on this set. Let
WJ for J P J be smooth bump functions satisfying xlWplqJ !l 1 for all l ě 0. For J “ 0, let the support of
W0 be in r´1, 1s and for J ą 0 (resp. J ă 0), let the support of WJ be in rJ, 4J{3s (resp r4J{3, Js). Finally,
we require that ÿ
JPJ
WJpxq “ 1 for x P r´Ntǫ{QCp,Ntǫ{QCps
The precise definition of the functions WJ will not be needed. We note that we need only Oplogptqq such
J P J . Then,
S pN,Cq “
ÿ
δPt0,1u
ÿ
L1|L
p1´δ|L1
ikN1{2´itK
2
ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
n!KDp1´δtε
λL2pnq
n1{2
ÿ
Căqď2C
L1“p4D,qqp1´δ
ÿ
pm,qq“1
pm,pq“pδ
1ď|m|! qpt1`ǫ
N
χL1p´mpδqχL2p´qp1´δq
ˆ ηpL2q 1
aqp
e
˜
´nm4qDq
qp1´δ
¸ż
R
˜
2π
?
Nn
qp1´δ{2
a
4qDq
¸´iτ
γ p1` iτqWJpτqI˚˚pq,m, τqdτ ` Opt´2015q,
(3.9)
where
(3.10) I˚˚pq,m, τq “
ż 1
0
ż
R
VpvqU:
ˆ
Npma´ xq
aqp
, 1´ ipt ` Kvq
˙
V:
ˆ
Nx
aqp
,
1
2
´ iτ
2
` iKv
˙
dvdx.
Remark 3.1. Trivially bounding the sums shows
S pN,Cq ! K
5{2p1{2t1`ε
N1{2
,
which is worse than the convexity bound by a factor of t1{2p1{4K3{2. The next step would be to use stationary
phase analysis on the v-integral to get some further saving.
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We shall analyze the integral I˚˚ in eqn (3.10) using stationary phase analysis and write I˚˚pq,m, τq “
I1pq,m, τq ` I2pq,m, τq. I1 comes from the area on the x-v plane where a stationary phase exists, while I2
comes from the rest of the area which gives a smaller contribution.
3.3. Stationary Phase Analysis on I˚˚pq,m, τq. Stationary Phase Analysis on U: and V: gives,
U:
ˆ
Npma´ xq
aqp
, 1´ ipt ` Kvq
˙
“´
?
2πep1{8q?
t ` Kv U
ˆ pt ` Kvqaqp
2πNpx´ maq
˙ˆ pt ` Kvqaqp
2πNpx´ maq
˙
ˆ pt ` Kvqaqp
2πeNpx ´ maq
˙´ipt`Kvq
` Opt´3{2q
(3.11)
V:
ˆ
Nx
aqp
,
1
2
´ iτ
2
´ iKv
˙
“´
?
2πep1{8qa
τ{2´ Kv
V
ˆpKv´ τ{2qaqp
2πNx
˙ˆpKv´ τ{2qaqp
2πNx
˙1{2
ˆpKv´ τ{2qaqp
2πeNx
˙ipKv´τ{2q
` O
ˆ
min
"
|τ{2´ Kv|´3{2,
ˇˇˇ
aqp
Nx
ˇˇˇ3{2*˙
(3.12)
Multiplying these together,
(3.13) I˚˚pq,m, τq “
ż ż
Main terms` O
ˆ
t´1{2
ż 1
0
ż 2
1
min
"
|τ{2´ Kv|´3{2,
ˇˇˇ
aqp
Nx
ˇˇˇ3{2*
dvdx
˙
Remark 3.2. Analysis as done in [1] shows that the error term is O
´
t´1{2`εK´3{2min
!
1, 10K|τ|
)¯
. That
cancels extra N1{2K3{2 over the convexity bound as mentioned in Remark (3.1). If we now bound the τ-
integral in eqn (3.9), the τ-integral would be
!
ż Ntε{QpC
´Ntε{QpC
min
"
1,
10K
|τ|
*
dτ ! Ktε.
This again lands us right at the convexity bound when K has no size. Therefore to get some further saving
and beat the convexity bound, we will apply Cauchy inequality followed by Poisson summation to the n-sum.
3.3.1. Main terms. The integral over the main terms in eqn (3.13) is,ˆ
2πaqp
Nt
˙1{2 ż 1
0
1
x1{2
ż 2
1
t1{2pt ` Kvq1{2aqp
2πNpx´ maq U
ˆ pt ` Kvqaqp
2πNpx ´ maq
˙
V
ˆpKv´ τ{2qaqp
2πNx
˙
Vpvq
ˆ pt ` Kvqaqp
2πeNpx ´maq
˙´ipt`Kvq ˆpKv´ τ{2qaqp
2πeNx
˙ipKv´τ{2q
dvdx
(3.14)
Remark 3.3. Trivial estimate gives I˚˚pq,m, τq ! 1ptKq1{2 . We need to save K and a bit more to beat the
convexity bound. Note that without this K, we would be stuck at the convexity bound. Although K seems to
be hurting us rather than helping right now, the final saving will come in the last step of Cauchy and Poisson
to the pc, f q-sum.
Remark 3.4. Due to the weight function, U
´ pt`Kvqaqp
2πNpx´maq
¯
, m is truly of size tqp{N (and m ă 0) instead of
the full range 1 ď |m| ! t1`εqp{N, thus saving tε.
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We’ll now do stationary phase analysis on the v-integral. This would save us another K1{2. Writing the
integral over v in eqn (3.14) as
ş2
1 gpvqep f pvqqdv, we have
(3.15) f pvq “ ´pt ` Kvq
2π
log
ˆ pt ` Kvqaqp
2πeNpx ´maq
˙
` Kv´ τ{2
2π
log
ˆpKv´ τ{2qaqp
2πeNx
˙
and
(3.16) gpvq “ t
1{2pt ` Kvq1{2aqp
2πNpx´ maq U
ˆ pt ` Kvqaqp
2πNpx ´maq
˙
V
ˆpKv´ τ{2qaqp
2πNx
˙
Vpvq
The stationary phase occurs at,
(3.17) v0 “ ´pτ{2` tqx
Kma
` τ
2K
.
Also, for j ě 2
(3.18) f p jqpvq “ K
2π
p´1q jp j´ 2q!
ˆ
K j´1
pKv´ τ{2q j´1 ´
K j´1
pt ` Kvq j´1
˙
.
In the support of the integral, 1{pKv ´ τ{2q — aqp{Nx ě aqp{N " K{t ě K{pt ` Kvq. Therefore, in the
support of the integral
f p jqpvq — j K
ˆ
aqpK
Nx
˙ j´1
for j ě 2.
Also, in the support of the integral,
gp jqpvq ! j
ˆ
1` Kaqp
Nx
˙ j
for j ě 0.
We can write,
(3.19) f 1pvq “ K
2π
log
ˆ
1` Kpv0 ´ vqpt ` Kvq
˙
´ K
2π
log
ˆ
1` Kpv0 ´ vqpKv´ τ{2q
˙
.
Due to the weight function Vpvq in expression (3.16), there is no stationary phase if v0 R r0.5, 2.5s. In that
case |v0 ´ v| ě 0.5 and
| f 1pvq| " Kmin
"
1,
Kaqp
Nx
*
which is obtained by Taylor expanding the logarithms in the above expression. We’ll use the following result
due to Huxley.
Lemma 3.5. Consider the integral,
I “
ż b
a
gpvqep f pvqqdv
where g is supported on ra, bs Ă p0,8q. Let Θ f ,Ω f and Ωg be such that Θ f ,Ω f " pb´ aq, and
(3.20) f piqpvq ! Θ f {Ωif , gp jqpvq ! 1{Ω jg.
(1) If f 1pvq does not vanish on ra, bs, let Λ “ minra,bs | f 1pvq|. Then,
(3.21) I ! Θ f
Ω
2
f
Λ3
˜
1` Ω f
Ωg
`
Ω
2
f
Ω
2
g
Λ
Θ f {Ω f
¸
.
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(2) If f 1pvq vanishes at v0 P ra, bs, let κ “ mintb´ v0, v0 ´ au and assume f p2qpvq " Θ f {Ω2f . Then,
(3.22) I “ gpv0qep f pv0q ` 1{8qa
f 2pv0q
` O
¨
˝ Ω4f
Θ
3
f
κ
` Ω f
Θ
3{2
f
`
Ω
3
f
Θ
3{2
f
Ω
2
g
˛
‚.
Trivially bounding the integral in expression (3.14) for the range x P r0, 1{Ks,
!
´
aqp
Nt
¯1{2 ż 1{K
0
1
x1{2
ż 2
1
t1{2pt ` Kvq1{2aqp
2πNpx´ maq U
ˆ pt ` Kvqaqp
2πNpx ´ maq
˙
V
ˆpKv´ τ{2qaqp
2πNx
˙
Vpvqdvdx
! 1
t1{2
ˆ
N
aqp
˙1{2
1
K5{2
.
(3.23)
For the range x P r1{K, 1s, we use the bound in lemma (3.5). In the case there is no stationary phase, we
will use the first statement of lemma (3.5). We have,
(3.24) Θ f “ Nx
aqp
, Ω f “ Nx
aqpK
, Λ “ Kmin
"
1,
Kaqp
Nx
*
, Ωg “ min
"
1,
Nx
aqpK
*
.
Next is the contribution of x P r1{K, 1s when there is no stationary phase. When x ă aqDK{N, Λ “ K
and Ωg “ Ω f . In that case, the contribution isˆ
2πaqp
Nt
˙1{2 ż maxt 1
K
,
Kaqp
N
u
1{K
1
x1{2
aqp
NKx
dx ! 1
t1{2K2
.
This is always smaller than the contribution of (3.23). When x ą aqpK{N, Λ “ K2aqp{Nx and Ωg “ 1.
In that case, the contribution is 1{K3t1{2, which is better than above. We next calculate the contribution of
the error term when there is a stationary phase. For that we have κ ą 0.4. One can calculate that for both
x ă aqpK{N and x ą aqpK{N, the contribution is 1{K2t1{2.
we summarize the analysis in the following Lemma. Let
(3.25) BpC, τq “ t
ε
t1{2K3{2
min
"
1,
10K
|τ|
*
` 1
t1{2K5{2
ˆ
N
QCp
˙1{2
.
Note that,
(3.26)
ż Ntε{QCp
´Ntε{QCp
BpC, τqdτ ! K
t1{2K3{2
` 1
t1{2K5{2
ˆ
N
QCp
˙3{2
.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose C ă q ď 2C, with 1 ! C ď pN{Kpq1{2 and K satisfies 1 ď K ! t1´ǫ . Suppose t ą 2
and |τ| ! N1{2K1{2tǫ{p1{2. We have
I˚˚pq,m, τq “ I1pq,m, τq ` I2pq,m, τq
where
I1pq,m, τq “ c4pt ` τ{2q1{2K
ˆ
´pt ` τ{2qqp
2πeNm
˙3{2´ipt`τ{2q
V
ˆ
´pt ` τ{2qqp
2πNm
˙ż 1
0
V
ˆ
τ
2K
´ pt ` τ{2qx
Kma
˙
dx
for some absolute constant c4 and
I2pq,m, τq :“ I˚˚pq,m, τq ´ I1pq,m, τq “ OpBpC, τqtǫq
with BpC, τq as defined in (3.26).
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Consequently, we have the following decomposition of S pN,Cq.
Lemma 3.7.
S pN,Cq “
ÿ
JPJ
tS 1,JpN,Cq ` S 2,JpN,Cqu ` Opt´2015q
where
S l,JpN,Cq “
ÿ
δPt0,1u
ÿ
L1|L
p1´δ|L1
ikN1{2´itK
2
ÿ
n!KDp1´δtε
λL2pnq
n1{2
ÿ
Căqď2C
L1“p4D,qqp1´δ
ÿ
pm,qq“1
pm,pq“pδ
1ď|m|! qpt1`ǫ
N
χL1p´mpδqχL2p´qp1´δq
ˆ ηpL2q 1
aqp
e
˜
´nm4qDq
qp1´δ
¸
Il,Jpq,m, nq ` Opt´2015q
and
Il,Jpq,m, nq “
ż
R
˜
2π
?
Nn
qp1´δ{2
a
4qDq
¸´iτ
γ p1` iτqWJpτqIl,Jpq,m, τqdτ,
with Il,Jpq,m, τq defined by having an extra factor of WJpτq in the τ-integral of Ilpq,m, τq.
4. Application of Cauchy inequality and Poisson summation- I
In this section, we will estimate
S 2pN,Cq :“
ÿ
JPJ
S 2,JpN,Cq
We’ll not utilize any cancellation over the τ-integral. Dividing the n-sum into dyadic segments and using
the bound γp1` iτq ! 1, we get
S 2pN,Cq !
ÿ
δPt0,1u
ÿ
L1|L
p1´δ|L1
tǫN1{2K
ż pNKq1{2 tǫ
p1{2C
´ pNKq1{2 tǫ
p1{2C
ÿ
1ďR!KDp1´δtǫ
dyadic
ÿ
n
|λpnq|
n1{2
U
´
n
R
¯
ˆ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
Căqď2C
L1“p4D,qqp1´δ
ÿ
pm,qq“1
pm,pq“pδ
1ď|m|! qpt1`ǫ
N
χL1p´mpδqχL2p´qp1´δq
1
apqpq1´iτ piτδ{2 e
˜
´nm4qDq
qp1´δ
¸
I2pq,m, τq
ˇˇˇ
ˇdτ
(4.1)
We apply Cauchy inequality to the n-sum and write,
(4.2) S 2pN,Cq !
ÿ
δPt0,1u
ÿ
L1|L
p1´δ|L1
tεN1{2K
ż Ntε
CQp
´ Ntε
CQp
ÿ
1ďR!KDp1´δtǫ
dyadic
R1{2rS 2,δ,L1pN,C,R, τqs1{2dτ,
where
(4.3)
S 2,δ,L1pN,C,R, τq “
ÿ
n
1
n
U
´
n
R
¯ ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
Căqď2C
L1“p4D,qqp1´δ
ÿ
pm,qq“1
pm,pq“pδ
1ď|m|! qpt1`ǫ
N
χL1p´mpδqχL2p´qp1´δq
apqpq1´iτpiτδ{2 e
˜
´nm4qDq
qp1´δ
¸
I2pq,m, τq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
.
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Opening the absolute value squared,
S 2,δ,L1pN,C,R, τq “
ÿ
Căqď2C
L1“p4D,qqp1´δ
ÿ
pm,qq“1
pm,pq“pδ
1ď|m|! qpt1`ǫ
N
ÿ
Căq1ď2C
L1“p4D,q1qp1´δ
ÿ
pm1 ,q1q“1
pm1 ,pq“pδ
1ď|m1|! q1pt1`ǫ
N
χL1p´mpδqχL2p´qp1´δq
apqpq1´iτpiτδ{2
ˆ χL1p´m
1pδqχL2p´q1p1´δq
a1pq1pq1`iτp´iτδ{2 I2pq,m, τqI2pq
1,m1, τq ˆ T
(4.4)
where
(4.5) T “
ÿ
n
1
n
U
´
n
R
¯
e
˜
´nm4qDq
qp1´δ
¸
e
˜
n
m14q1Dq1
q1p1´δ
¸
Breaking the n-sum modulo qq1p1´δ and application of Poisson summation yields,
(4.6) T “
ÿ
n
δpn ” m4qDqq1 ´ m14q1Dq1q mod qq1p1´δq
ż
R
1
y
Upyqe
ˆ ´nyR
qq1p1´δ
˙
dy.
Repeated integration by parts shows that we get arbitrary saving in powers of t when n ą qq1p1´δtε{R.
Therefore,
S 2,δ,L1pN,C,R, τq !
K
NC2p
BpC, τq2
ÿ
n!C2 p1´δtε
R
ÿ
Căqď2C
L1“p4D,qqp1´δ
ÿ
pm,qq“1
pm,pq“pδ
1ď|m|! qpt1`ǫ
N
ˆ
ÿ
Căq1ď2C
L1“p4D,q1qp1´δ
ÿ
pm1 ,q1q“1
pm1 ,pq“pδ
1ď|m1|! q1 pt1`ǫ
N
δpn ” m4qDqq1 ´ m14q1Dq1q mod qq1p1´δq ` Opt´2017q
(4.7)
When n “ 0, the congruence condition forces q “ q1. Moreover when m is fixed, m1 is determined up to
pδt1`ε{N. In the case n ‰ 0, fixing n, q, q1 determines m up to pt1`ε{N and m1 up to pδt1`ε{N. That gives
us,
S 2,δ,L1pN,C,R, τq !D
Ktε
NC2p
BpC, τq2
„
C2p1´δt2
N2
` C
4p2´2δt2
RN2

“ Kt
2`ε
N3pδ
BpC, τq2
„
1` C
2p1´δ
R

.
Multiplying by N1{2K, summing over R dyadically and using (3.26),
(4.8) S 2pN,Cq !D
ÿ
δPt0,1u
ÿ
L1|L
p1´δ|L1
K3{2t1`εp1{2´δ
N
rK1{2D1{2 ` Cs ˆ
«
K
t1{2K3{2
` 1
t1{2K5{2
ˆ
N
QCp
˙3{2ff
We assume K ą pN{pq1{2, so that K1{2D1{2 ` C — K1{2D1{2. Multiplying by N1{2{K and summing over C
dyadically,
(4.9)
S 2pNq
N1{2
!ε,D t1{2`εp1{4
ˆ
K1{2p1{4
N1{2
` N
1{4
K3{4p1{2
˙
.
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5. Application of Cauchy inequality and Poisson summation- II
We recall that
S l,JpN,Cq “
ÿ
δPt0,1u
ÿ
L1|L
p1´δ|L1
ikN1{2´itK
2
ÿ
n!KDp1´δtε
λL2pnq
n1{2
ÿ
Căqď2C
L1“p4D,qqp1´δ
ÿ
pm,qq“1
pm,pq“pδ
1ď|m|! qpt1`ǫ
N
χL1p´mpδqχL2p´qp1´δq
ˆ ηpL2q 1
aqp
e
˜
´nm4qDq
qp1´δ
¸ż
R
˜
2π
?
Nn
qp1´δ{2
a
4qDq
¸´iτ
γ p1` iτqWJpτqI1,Jpq,m, τqdτ ` Opt´2015q
where
I1,Jpq,m, τq “ c4pt ` τ{2q1{2K
ˆ
´pt ` τ{2qqp
2πeNm
˙3{2´ipt`τ{2q
V
ˆ
´pt ` τ{2qqp
2πNm
˙ż 1
0
V
ˆ
τ
2K
´ pt ` τ{2qx
Kma
˙
dx.
Swapping the q,m-sums with the τ-integral, taking absolute values, applying Cauchy inequality to the
n-sum and using the Ramanujan bound on average, we get
(5.1) S 1,JpN,Cq !
ÿ
δPt0,1u
ÿ
L1|L
p1´δ|L1
tεN1{2K
ÿ
1ďR!KDp1´δtǫ
dyadic
R1{2rS 1,J,δ,L1pN,C,Rqs1{2.
where
S 1,J,δ,L1pN,C,Rq “
ÿ
n
1
n
U
´
n
R
¯ ˇˇˇˇ
ż
R
p
?
nNq´iτγp1` iτq
ÿ
Căqď2C
L1“p4D,qqp1´δ
ÿ
pm,qq“1
pm,pq“pδ
1ď|m|! qpt1`ǫ
N
χL1p´mpδqχL2p´qp1´δq
apqpq1´iτpiτδ{2
ˆ e
˜
´nm4qDq
qp1´δ
¸
WJpτqI1pq,m, τqdτ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
(5.2)
Opening the absolute value squared,
S 1,J,δ,L1pN,C,Rq “
ż
R
ż
R
?
N´iτ`iτ
1
γp1` iτqγp1 ` iτ1qWJpτqWJpτ1q
ÿ
Căqď2C
L1“p4D,qqp1´δ
ÿ
pm,qq“1
pm,pq“pδ
1ď|m|! qpt1`ǫ
N
ÿ
Căq1ď2C
L1“p4D,q1qp1´δ
ÿ
pm1 ,q1q“1
pm1,pq“pδ
1ď|m1|! q1pt1`ǫ
N
χL1p´mpδqχL2p´qp1´δq
apqpq1´iτ piτδ{2
χL1p´m1pδqχL2p´q1p1´δq
a1pq1pq1`iτ1 p´iτ1δ{2 I1pq,m, τqI1pq
1,m1, τ1q ˆ Tdτdτ1
(5.3)
where
T “
ÿ
n
n´1`
´iτ`iτ1
2 U
´
n
R
¯
e
˜
´nm4qDq
qp1´δ
¸
e
˜
n
m14q1Dq1
q1p1´δ
¸
.
We analyze T by breaking the n-sum modulo qq1p1´δ and applying Poisson summation,
(5.4) T “ R´ipτ´τ1q{2
ÿ
n
δpn ” m4qDqq1 ´ m14q1Dq1q mod qq1p1´δqU:
ˆ
nR
qq1p1´δ
,
´ipτ´ τ1q
2
˙
.
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Since |τ ´ τ1| ! pNKq1{2tǫ{Cp1{2, the bound on U: gives arbitrary saving for |n| " CpNKq1{2p1{2´δtε{R.
We therefore get
Lemma 5.1.
S 1,J,δ,L1pN,C,Rq !
K
NC2p
ÿ
Căqď2C
L1“p4D,qqp1´δ
ÿ
pm,qq“1
pm,pq“pδ
1ď|m|! qpt1`ǫ
N
ÿ
Căq1ď2C
L1“p4D,q1qp1´δ
ÿ
pm1 ,q1q“1
pm1 ,pq“pδ
1ď|m1|! q1 pt1`ǫ
N
ÿ
n!CpNKq1{2 p1{2´δtε{R
δpn ” m4qDqq1 ´ m14q1Dq1q mod qq1p1´δq|K| ` Opt´2017q.
(5.5)
where
K “
ż ż
R
2
pNRq´iτ{2`iτ1{2γp1` iτqγp1 ` iτ1q 1
q´iτq1iτp´ipτ´τ1qp1´δ{2q
WJpτqWJpτ1qI1pq,m, τqI1pq1,m1, τ1q
ˆ U:
ˆ
nR
qq1p1´δ
,
´ipτ´ τ1q
2
˙
dτdτ1
(5.6)
Using the expression for I1pq,m, τq as given in lemma 3.6, we get the expression
K “ |c4|
2
K2
ż ż
R
2
γp1 ` iτqγp1 ` iτ1qWJpq,m.τqWJpq1,m1, τ1q pRNq
´iτ{2`iτ1{2
q´iτq1iτ1 p´ipτ´τ1qp1´δ{2q
ˆ
´pt ` τ{2qqp
2πeNm
˙´ipt`τ{2q
ˆ
´pt ` τ
1{2qq1p
2πeNm1
˙ipt`τ1{2q
U:
ˆ
nR
qq1p1´δ
,´ iτ
2
` iτ
1
2
˙
dτdτ1
(5.7)
where
WJpq,m, τq “ 1pt ` τ{2q1{2WJpτq
ˆ
´pt ` τ{2qqp
2πeNm
˙3{2
V
ˆ
´pt ` τ{2qqp
2πNm
˙ż 1
0
V
ˆ
τ
2K
´ pt ` τ{2qx
Kma
˙
dx
Since u3{2Vpuq ! 1 and τ ! J ! t1´ǫ , it follows that
(5.8)
B
BτWJpq,m, τq !
1
t1{2|τ|
We also note that the x-integral inside the expression of WJpq,m, τq contributes a factor of the size of its
length, which is ! Kma{pt ` τq. Since m ! Cpt1`ε{N and τ ! t, the contribution is ! KCpQtε{N.
Therefore WJpq,m, τq ! K1{2p1{2C{t1{2N1{2. Like before, we analyze the integral K in two cases, when
n “ 0 and when n ‰ 0. For n “ 0, the congruence condition implies q “ q1, and the bound on U: gives
arbitrary saving for |τ´ τ1| " tǫ . In this case,
K ! |c4|
2
K2
ż
|τ|!pNKq1{2{Cp1{2
|γp1` iτq|2WJpq,m, τq
ż
|τ1´τ|!tε
WJpq,m1, τ1qdτ1dτ ! t
ǫCp1{2
K1{2N1{2t
“: B˚pC, 0q
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When n ‰ 0,
U:
ˆ
nR
qq1p1´δ
,´ iτ
2
` iτ
1
2
˙
“ c5pτ´ τ1q1{2U
ˆpτ´ τ1qqq1p1´δ
4πnR
˙ˆpτ´ τ1qqq1p1´δ
4πenR
˙´iτ{2`iτ1{2
` O
ˆ
min
"
1
|τ´ τ1|3{2 ,
C3p3p1´δq{2
p|n|Rq3{2
*˙(5.9)
for some absolute constant c5.
Contribution of the error term towards K is of the order of
tǫ
K2
ż ż
rJ,4J{3s2
1
t
min
"
1
|τ´ τ1|3{2 ,
C3p3p1´δq{2
p|n|Rq3{2
*
dτdτ1
When the second term is smaller,
(5.10)
tǫ
K2
ż ż
rJ,4J{3s2
|τ´τ1|!|n|R{C2p1´δ
1
t
C3p3p1´δq{2
p|n|Rq3{2 dτdτ
1 ! 1
K3{2t
N1{2
p|n|Rq1{2pδ{2 t
ǫ .
When the first term is smaller,
tǫ
K2
ż ż
rJ,4J{3s2
|τ´τ1|"|n|R{C2p1´δ
1
t
1
|τ´ τ1|3{2 dτdτ
1 ! t
ǫ
K2t
Cpp1´δq{2
p|n|Rq1{2
ż ż
rJ,4J{3s2
1
|τ´ τ1|1´ǫ dτdτ
1
! 1
K3{2t
N1{2
p|n|Rq1{2pδ{2 t
ε.
(5.11)
Therefore the error contribution (for n ‰ 0) is
B˚pC, nq “ 1
K3{2t
N1{2
p|n|Rq1{2pδ{2 t
ε
We finally analyze the main term for the case n ‰ 0. Striling’s formula is
Γpσ` iτq “
?
2πpiτqσ´1{2e´π|τ|{2
ˆ |τ|
e
˙iτ "
1`O
ˆ
1
|τ|
˙*
as |τ| Ñ 8. That gives
(5.12) γp1` iτq “
ˆ |τ|
4πe
˙iτ
Φpτq, where Φ1pτq ! 1|τ|
By Fourier inversion, we writeˆ
4πnR
pτ´ τ1qqq1p1´δ
˙1{2
U
ˆpτ´ τ1qqq1p1´δ
4πnR
˙
“
ż
R
U:pr, 1{2qe
ˆ pτ´ τ1qqq1p1´δ
4πnR
r
˙
dr
We conclude that for some constant c6 (depending on the sign of n)
(5.13) K “ c6
K2
ˆ
qq1p1´δ
|n|R
˙1{2 ż
R
U:pr, 1{2q
ż ż
R
2
gpτ, τ1qep f pτ, τ1qqdτdτ1dr ` OpB˚pC, nqq
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where
2π f pτ, τ1q “τ log
´
τ
4πe
¯
´ τ1 log
ˆ
τ1
4πe
˙
´ pτ´ τ
1q
2
logpRNq ` τ log q´ τ1 log q1 ` pτ´ τ1qp1´ δ{2q log p
´ pt ` τ{2q log
ˆ
´pt ` τ{2qqp
2πeNm
˙
` pt ` τ1{2q log
ˆ
´pt ` τ
1{2qq1p
2πeNm1
˙
` pτ´ τ
1q
2
log
ˆpτ´ τ1qqq1p1´δ
4πenR
˙
` pτ´ τ
1qqq1p1´δ
2nR
r
and
gpτ, τ1q “ ΦpτqΦpτ1qWJpq,m, τqWJpq1,m1, τ1q
We intend to use the second derivative bound as given in Lemma 2.4. For that, we need the following
2π
B2
Bτ2 f pτ, τ
1q “ 1
4
ˆ
4
τ
´ 1pt ` τ{2q `
2
pτ1 ´ τq
˙
, 2π
B2
Bτ12 f pτ, τ
1q “ 1
4
ˆ´4
τ1
` 1pt ` τ1{2q `
2
pτ1 ´ τq
˙
and
2π
B2
Bτ1Bτ f pτ, τ
1q “ ´1
4
ˆ
2
τ1 ´ τ
˙
Also, by explicit computation,
4π2
«
B2
Bτ2 f pτ, τ
1q B
2
Bτ12 f pτ, τ
1q ´
ˆ B2
Bτ1Bτ f pτ, τ
1q
˙2ff
“ ´ 1
2ττ1
` O
ˆ
1
tJ
˙
for τ, τ1 such that gpτ, τ1q ‰ 0. So the conditions of lemma 4 of Munshi [9] hold with r1 “ r2 “ 1{J1{2.
To calculate the total variation of gpτ, τ1q, recall that Φ1pτq ! |τ|´1 and W 1
J
pq,m, τq ! t´1{2|τ|´1. So
varpgq ! t´1`ǫ . So the double integral in (5.13) over τ, τ1 is bounded by OpJt´1`ǫq. Integrating trivially
over r using the rapid decay of the Fourier transform, we get that total contribution of the leading term in
(5.13) towards K is bounded by
O
˜
1
K2
Cpp1´δq{2
p|n|Rq1{2
pNKq1{2
Cp1{2
t´1`ǫ
¸
“ OpB˚pC, nqq
Putting everything together, we get the final bound
S 1,J,δ,L1pN,C,Rq !D
tǫK
NC2p
„
C2p1´δt2
N2
B˚pC, 0q ` C
2p1´δt2
N2
ÿ
n!CpNKq1{2 p1{2´δtε{R
B˚pC, nq

“ t
ǫK
NC2p
„
C3tp3{2´δ
N5{2K1{2
` C
5{2tp5{4´2δ
pNKq5{4R

That gives
S 1,JpN,Cq !D tǫN1{2K
ÿ
δPt0,1u
ÿ
L1|L
p1´δ|L1
ÿ
1ďR!KDptǫ
dyadic
R1{2
K1{2
N1{2Cp1{2
„
C3{2t1{2p3{4´δ{2
N5{4K1{4
` C
5{4t1{2p5{8´δ
pNKq5{8R1{2

!D tǫK3{2
ˆ
K1{4C1{2t1{2p3{4
N5{4
` C
1{4t1{2p1{8
pNKq5{8
˙
Multiplying by N1{2{K and summing over the dyadic ranges of J P J and C ! Q, we get
(5.14)
S 1pNq
N1{2
!D t1{2`εp1{4
ˆ
K1{2p1{4
N1{2
` 1pKpq1{4
˙
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Finally, from equations (4.9) and (5.14), it follows that for N ! t1`ǫ and K " N1{2{p1{2,
S pNq
N1{2
!D t1{2`εp1{4
ˆ
K1{2p1{4
N1{2
` N
1{4
K3{4p1{2
` K
1{2p1{4
N1{2
` 1
K1{4p1{4
˙
.
The optimal choice for K occurs at K “ pN{pq2{3 and we get Proposition 1.2.
Appendices
A. Voronoi formula for CM holomorphic cusp forms of squarefree level
Let K “ Qp?´Dq be an imaginary quadratic field and ψ be a Gro¨ssencharakter of K defined mod f and
has weight r. Define the q-series
fψpzq “
ÿ
a integral
coprime to f
ψpaqqNpaq pq “ e2πiz, Impzq ą 0q.
Let χ be the Dirichlet character of conductor Nf attached to f, and χK be the field character, χKppq “´
discpKq
p
¯
defined on odd primes p coprime with discpKq, and extended to Z by linearity. Hecke proved that
fψ is a cusp form of weight r` 1, level dividing discpKqNpfq and nebetypus χχK . Shimura pointed out that
fψ is indeed a newform if ψ has conductor f. The cusp forms fψ have CM by χK . However it isn’t obvious
that these are all the cusp forms with CM in S r`1pΓ1pNq. Ribet used the theory of Galois representations to
prove that f has CM by an imaginary quadratic field K if and only if it arises from a Hecke character of K.
We shall use this correspondence in our proof of Voronoi summation formula.
We start by recalling that the ring of integers OK of K is Zrαs where
α “
$&
%
?´D when ´ D ” 2, 3mod 4
1`?´D
2
when ´ D ” 1mod 4.
Let µpKq be the roots of unity in K, which is also the group of units of OK, and ωK “ |µpKq|. Let ClpKq
be the class group of K. The different d of K is the ideal
?´DOK with Nd “ D. The real character χD
of conductor D given by χDpnq “
`´D
n
˘
is called the field character. The value of χDppq determines the
splitting of a prime p in OK; we have p “ p2, p, pp¯ with p ‰ p¯ for χDppq “ 0,´1, 1 respectively.
Let p ą 2 and p “ pp¯ be a split prime in K. Since Np “ p, there is an isomorphism Θ : OK{pÑ Z{pZ.
Let gpxq “ x2`D. By Dedekind’s theorem, gpxq ” hpxqh1pxqmod p, splits into two distinct (linear) factors
modulo p. Let hpxq “ x ´ d, and let p be generated by tp, hpαqu over OK . When ´D ” 2, 3mod 4, one
possible isomorphism Θ is given by Θpa`b?´Dq “ a`bd mod p, where a, b P Z. When ´D ” 1mod 4,
a possible isomorphism is Θ
´
a`b?´D
2
¯
“ pa` bdq2¯ mod p, where 2¯ is the inverse of 2 modulo p.
Let λpnq “ řNa“n ψpaq. Our aim is to find a Voronoi summation formula for
(A.1)
ÿ
ně1
λpnqe
ˆ
mn
q
˙
V
´
n
N
¯
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where pm, qq “ 1 and V is a compactly supported smooth function with bounded derivatives, supported
away from 0. This sum can be rewritten as a sum over the integral ideals,
(A.2)
ÿ
aĂOK
ψpaqe
ˆ
mNa
q
˙
V
ˆ
Na
N
˙
.
We break this sum into ideal classes. Each ideal class contains a prime factor L of an odd split prime ℓ
coprime with p and m, and we denote this class by rLs. Such an L exists since any imaginary field is a
Galois extension of Q. Note that NL “ ℓ. There is a correspondence,
rLs´1 Ø L{Oˆ
K
a ÞÑ aL “ pγq.
Then ψpaq “ ψpγq{ψpLq and Na “ Nγ{ℓ. Expression (A.2) can be written as,ÿ
rLs´1PClpKq
1
ψpLq
ÿ
γPL{µpKq
ψpγqe
ˆ
mNγ
qℓ
˙
V
ˆ
Nγ
Nℓ
˙
“ 1
ωK
ÿ
rLs´1PClpKq
1
ψpLq
ÿ
γPL
ψpγqe
ˆ
mNγ
qℓ
˙
V
ˆ
Nγ
Nℓ
˙
.
(A.3)
For brevity of notation, we define
(A.4) S L “
ÿ
γPL
ψpγqe
ˆ
mNγ
qℓ
˙
V
ˆ
Nγ
Nℓ
˙
.
In our approach, we need an explicit choice of basis for the Z-lattice formed by the ideal L. Since the
norm N gives a quadratic form as opposed to a linear form, a good choice of basis is crucial in simplifying
the calculations. Let mpxq be the minimal polynomial of α and ℓ be an odd split prime, say pℓq “ LL1.
by Dedekind’s theorem, mpxq ” m1pxqm2pxq mod ℓ factors into linear polynomials and L is generated by
tℓ,m1pαqu over OK.
Lemma A.1. tℓ,m1pαqu is a Z-basis of L.
Proof. Let Γ be a lattice generated by tℓ,m1pαqu over Z. Then Γ “ tuℓ`vm1pαq|u, v P Zu. Letm1pxq “ x´
cℓ. Then the lattice is given by tpuℓ´vdℓq`vα|u, v P Zu. Equivalently, Γ “ tx`yα|x`ycℓ is divisible by ℓu.
Next, let mpxq “ x2 ´ ax´ b be the minimal polynomial of α. Since L is generated by ℓ and m1pαq over
OK , an element β P L can be written as a linear combination,
β “ pa1 ` b1αqℓ ` pa2 ` b2αqpα´ cℓq
“ pa1ℓ ´ a2cℓ ` b2bq ` pb1ℓ ` a2 ´ b2cℓ ` ab2qα
Then pa1ℓ ´ a2cℓ ` b2bq ` cℓpb1ℓ ` a2 ´ b2cℓ ` ab2q “ pa1 ` b1cℓqℓ ´ pc2ℓ ´ acℓ ´ bqb2 ” 0 mod ℓ.
Therefore β P Γ. Q.E.D.
Notation A.2. Since ℓ splits, x2 ` D “ hℓpxqh1ℓpxq splits into linear factors modulo ℓ. Say L is generated
by tℓ, hℓpαqu over OK . We define dℓ to be integer such that hℓpxq “ x´ dℓ.
Corollary A.3. The lattice of ideal L is given by,
(A.5) Γℓ “
"
a` b?´D | a, b P Z, a` bdℓ is divisible by ℓ
*
when ´ D ” 2, 3 mod 4
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and
(A.6) Γℓ “
"
a` b?´D
2
| a, b P Z, a ” b mod 2, a` bdℓ is divisible by ℓ
*
when ´ D ” 1 mod 4.
Using the definition of ψ,
S L “ 1
ℓ
ÿ
ξmod ℓ
ÿ
pc, f qPZ2
χpc` f dq
˜
c` f ?´Da
c2 ` f 2D
¸r
e
ˆ
mpc2 ` f 2Dq
qℓ
˙
e
ˆpc` f dℓqξ
ℓ
˙
V
ˆ
c2 ` f 2D
Nℓ
˙
when ´D ” 2, 3mod 4, while it is
S L “ 1
ℓ
ÿ
ξmod ℓ
ÿ
pc, f qPZ2
χppc ` f dq2¯q
˜
c` f ?´Da
c2 ` f 2D
¸r
e
ˆ
mpc2 ` f 2Dq
4qℓ
˙
e
ˆpc` f dℓqξ
ℓ
˙
V
ˆ
c2 ` f 2D
4Nℓ
˙
ˆ
ˆ
1` e
ˆ
c` f
2
˙˙
when ´D ” 1mod 4. The analysis of the two cases is similar, so we only present the details for the case
´D ” 3mod 4. We break the pc, f q-sum modulo qpℓ by changing variables c ÞÑ β`qpℓc and f ÞÑ γ`qpℓ f ,
S L “ 1
ℓ
ÿ
ξmod ℓ
ÿ
pc, f qPZ2
ÿ
β,γmod qpℓ
χpβ` γdq
ˆ pβ` qpℓcq ` pγ ` qpℓ f q?´D?
Norm
˙r
e
ˆ
mpβ2 ` γ2Dq
qℓ
˙
ˆ e
ˆpβ` γdℓqξ
ℓ
˙
V
ˆ
Norm
Nℓ
˙
where Norm “ Nrpβ ` qpℓcq ` pγ ` qpℓ f q?´Ds. Application of Poisson summation formula to the
pc, f q-sum followed by a change of variables gives,
S L “
ÿ
pc, f qPZ2
1
ℓ
ÿ
ξmod ℓ
1
pqpℓq2
ÿ
β,γmod qpℓ
χpβ` γdqe
ˆ pβ` γdℓqξ
ℓ
˙
e
ˆ
mpβ2 ` γ2Dq
qℓ
˙
e
ˆ
cβ` fγ
qpℓ
˙
ˆ
ż ż ˜
z` y?´Da
z2 ` y2D
¸r
V
ˆ
z2 ` y2D
Nℓ
˙
e
ˆ´cz´ f y
qpℓ
˙
dzdy
“
ÿ
pc, f qPZ2
Apmp, pc, f q; qqJppc, f q; qq.
(A.7)
HereApmp, pc, f q; qq is the ‘arithmetic part’,
(A.8)
Apmp, pc, f q; qq “ 1
ℓ
ÿ
ξmod ℓ
1
pqpℓq2
ÿ
β,γmod qpℓ
χpβ` γdqe
ˆ pβ` γdℓqξ
ℓ
˙
e
ˆ
mpβ2 ` γ2Dq
qℓ
˙
e
ˆ
cβ` fγ
qpℓ
˙
and Jppc, f q; qq is the ‘analytic part’,
(A.9) Jppc, f q; qq “
ż ż ˜
z` y?´Da
z2 ` y2D
¸r
V
ˆ
z2 ` y2D
Nℓ
˙
e
ˆ´cz´ f y
qpℓ
˙
dzdy.
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A.1. Analytic part. A change of variables z ÞÑ z?Nℓ, y ÞÑ y
a
Nℓ{D followed by converting to polar
coordinates shows,
Jppc, f q; qq “ Nℓ
2
?
D
ż 8
0
ż 2π
0
eirθVpRqe
ˆ´?NR
qp
?
ℓD
pc
?
D cos θ ` f sin θq
˙
dθdR
“ Nℓe
´irϕ
2
?
D
ż 8
0
VpRq
ż 2π
0
eirθe
˜
´
a
NRpc2D` f 2q
qp
?
ℓD
sin θ
¸
dθdR,
where tan ϕ “ c?D{ f . The θ-integral gives a J-Bessel function [5],
(A.10) Jppc, f q; qq “ Nℓe
´irϕp´1qrπ?
D
ż 8
0
VpRqJr
˜
2π
a
NRpc2D` f 2q
qp
?
ℓD
¸
dR.
A.2. Arithmetic part. We separate the β and γ sums, compute those separately and finally take their prod-
uct. By the Gauss formula,
χpaq “ 1
τpχ¯q
ÿ
bPFp
χ¯pbqe
ˆ
ab
p
˙
.
Then,
Apmp, pc, f q; qq “ 1
τpχ¯q
ÿ
bmod p
χ¯pbq1
ℓ
ÿ
ξmod ℓ
1
pqpℓq2
ÿ
β,γmod qpℓ
e
ˆpβ` γdqb
p
˙
e
ˆpβ` γdℓqξ
ℓ
˙
ˆ e
ˆ
mpβ2 ` γ2Dq
qℓ
˙
e
ˆ
cβ` fγ
qpℓ
˙
“ 1
τpχ¯q
ÿ
bmod p
χ¯pbq1
ℓ
ÿ
ξmod ℓ
Bpξ, b,mp, c; qqBpdℓξ, bd,mpD, f ; qq
with
(A.11) Bpξ, b,mp, c; qq “ 1
qpℓ
ÿ
βmod qpℓ
e
ˆ
mpβ2 ` pc` qpξ ` bqℓqβ
qpℓ
˙
.
We need a lemma about Gauss sums to compute (A.11). When a is an odd integer, we define
εa “
$&
%1 if a ” 1 mod 4i if a ” 3 mod 4.
Lemma A.4. Let
gpa, b, cq “
ÿ
βmod c
e
ˆ
aβ2 ` bβ
c
˙
be a Gauss sum with pa, cq “ 1 and c ą 0. If c is even, let c1 “ c{2. Then,
(A.12) gpa, b, cq “
$’’’&
’’’%
e
´
´4ab2
c
¯ `
a
c
˘
εc
?
c if c is odd,
2δp2 ∤ bqe
´
´8ab2
c1
¯´
2a
c1
¯
εc1
?
c1 if c ” 2 mod 4,
δp2|bqe
´
´ab2
4c
¯ `
c
a
˘
1`i
εa
?
c if 4|c.
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Proof. We use the following result from [2],
(A.13) gpa, 0, cq “
$’’&
’’%
`
a
c
˘
εc
?
c if c is odd,
0 if c ” 2 mod 4,`
c
a
˘
1`i
εa
?
c if 4 | c.
When c is odd,
gpa, b, cq “
ÿ
β mod c
e
˜
apβ2 ` 2ˆ 2abβq
c
¸
“ e
˜
´4ab2
c
¸ ÿ
β mod c
e
ˆ
aβ2
c
˙
.
We get the second equality above by completing squares and changing variables. Using (A.13),
gpa, b, cq “ e
˜
´4ab2
c
¸´
a
c
¯
εc
?
c.
When c is even, say 2k||c, we let ck “ c{2k. Using reciprocity,
gpa, b, cq “
ÿ
γ mod 2k
e
ˆ
ackγ
2 ` bγ
2k
˙
ˆ
ÿ
β mod ck
e
ˆ
2kaβ2 ` bβ
ck
˙
.
When k “ 1, the γ-sum equals 2δp2 ∤ bq. When k ą 1, a change of variables γ ÞÑ γ ` 2k´1 shows that
gpa, b, cq “ 0 unless 2|b. When k “ 1, we follow the previous computation to get
gpa, b, cq “ 2δp2 ∤ bqe
˜
´8ab2
c1
¸ˆ
2a
c1
˙
εc1
?
c1.
When k ą 1, we let b1 “ b{2 so that
gpa, b, cq “ δp2|bq
ÿ
β mod c
e
ˆ
aβ2 ` 2b1β
c
˙
“ δp2|bqe
ˆ´ab2
4c
˙ ÿ
β mod c
e
ˆ
aβ2
c
˙
.
Using (A.13),
gpa, b, cq “ δp2|bqe
ˆ´ab2
4c
˙´
c
a
¯ 1` i
εa
?
c.
Q.E.D.
Let cξ “ c ` qpξ and fdℓξ “ f ` qpdℓξ. Let g “ pq,Dq, Dq “ D{g and qD “ q{g. If q is even, let
q1 “ q{2. When g| f , we define fg “ f {g and fgdℓξ “ fdℓξ{g. Let gp “ pm, pq and mp “ m{gp.
A.2.1. case 1: pp, qq “ 1. Changing variables β ÞÑ β` qℓ in (A.11) shows that p|pc` bqℓq, otherwise the
sum is zero. Since pp, qq “ 1, b is determined modulo p, b ” ´qℓc mod p. Then,
Bpξ, b,mp, c; qq “ δpb ” ´qℓc mod pq 1
qℓ
gpm, ppc` qpξq, qℓq.
Next, we notice thatBpdℓξ, bd,mpD, f ; qq “ 0 unless g| f . ThenBpdℓξ, bd,mpD, f ; qq “ Bpdℓξ, bd,mpDq, fg; qDqˆ
δpg | f q. Following the calculations as above,
Bpdℓξ, bd,mpDq, fg; qDq “ δpbd ” ´qDℓ fg mod pqδpg | f q 1
qD
gpmDq, pp fg ` qDpdℓξq, qDℓq.
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We take their product to calculate Apmp, pc, f q; qq. There is no b-sum since b is determined modp.
Apmp, pc, f q; qq “ 1
τpχqχp´qℓqχpcqδpcd ´ f ” 0 mod pqδpg| f q
ˆ 1
ℓ
ÿ
ξ mod ℓ
g
q2ℓ2
gpm, ppc` qpξq, qℓqgpmDq, pp fg ` qDpdℓξq, qDℓq.
(A.14)
Using lemma A.4 and the fact that d2
ℓ
` D ” 0 mod ℓ, we see that there is no ξ2 terms in the exponential.
To be explicit, when q is odd,
gpm, ppc` qpξq, qℓqgpmDq, pp fg ` qDpdℓξq, qDℓq “e
˜
´4mp2DqrDpc` qpξq2 ` p f ` qpdℓξq2s
gqℓ
¸
ˆ
ˆ
m
g
˙ˆ
Dq
qDℓ
˙
εqℓεqDℓ
qℓ?
g
.
Expanding the squares shows that the coefficient of ξ2 is q2p2pD`d2
ℓ
q, which is divisible by gqℓ. Executing
the sum over ξ mod ℓ, we get that when q is odd,
Apmp, pc, f q; qq “ 1
τpχqχp´qℓqχpcqδpcd ´ f ” 0 mod pq
δpg| f q?g
qℓ
δpℓ | pcdℓ ´ f qq
ˆ
ˆ
m
g
˙ˆ
Dq
qDℓ
˙
εqℓεqDℓe
˜
´4mp2Dqpc2D` f 2q
gqℓ
¸
.
(A.15)
Similarly, when 2||q,
gpm, ppc` qpξq, qℓqgpmDq, pp fg ` qDpdℓξq, qDℓq “e
˜
´8mp2DqrDpc` qpξq2 ` p f ` qpdℓξq2s
gq1ℓ
¸
ˆ
ˆ
2m
g
˙ˆ
Dq
q1Dℓ
˙
εq1ℓεq1Dℓ
2qℓ?
g
δp2 ∤ c, f q.
Therefore for 2||q,
Apmp, pc, f q; qq “ 1
τpχqχp´qℓqχpcqδpcd ´ f ” 0 mod pq
2δpg| f q?g
qℓ
δpℓ | pcdℓ ´ f qq
ˆ
ˆ
2m
g
˙ˆ
Dq
q1Dℓ
˙
εq1ℓεq1Dℓδp2 ∤ c, f qe
˜
´8mp2Dqpc2D` f 2q
gq1ℓ
¸
.
(A.16)
Finally, when 4|q,
gpm, ppc` qpξq, qℓqgpmDq, pp fg ` qDpdℓξq, qDℓq “e
˜
´mp2DqrDpc` qpξq2 ` p f ` qpdℓξq2s
4gqℓ
¸
ˆ
´
g
m
¯ˆ
qDℓ
Dq
˙
2i
εmεmDq
qℓ?
g
δp2 | c, f q.
Therefore for 4|q,
Apmp, pc, f q; qq “ 1
τpχqχp´qℓqχpcqδpcd ´ f ” 0 mod pq
δpg| f q?g
qℓ
δpℓ | pcdℓ ´ f qq
ˆ
´
g
m
¯ˆ
qDℓ
Dq
˙
2i
εmεmDq
δp2 | c, f qe
˜
´mp2Dqpc2D` f 2q
4gqℓ
¸
.
(A.17)
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Remark A.5. Recall that ℓ split in K as pℓq “ LL1 and x2`D ” px´dℓqpx`dℓq mod ℓ. We had assumed L to
be the ideal generated by tℓ, ?´D´dℓu, so that the associated lattice is ΓL “ tpc, f q | c` f dℓ ” 0 mod ℓu.
Therefore the condition δpℓ|pcdℓ ´ f qq implies p f , cq P ΓL1 , the lattice associated with the ideal L1. Note
that rL1s “ rLs´1 in the class group. Similarly, p splits as ppq “ pp1 with p generated by tp, ?´D ´ du.
Therefore the condition δpp | pcd ´ f qq implies p f , cq P Γp1 .
Next, we note that g|D, so that the primes dividing g ramify. pgq factors as pgq “ g2 where g is a
squarefree product of prime ideals. The condition g| f means that p f , cq P Γg “ tp f , cq P Z2 | g| f u. Though
we cannot use Dedekind’s theorem to find generators of the ramified primes, it is easy to argue that Γg is the
lattice associated with g. The correspondence is given by
Γg Ø g
p f , cq ÞÑ f ` c?´D.(A.18)
Γg is closed under multiplication by OK; given p f , cq P Γg and pa, bq P OK , p f ` c
?´Dqpa ` b?´Dq “
p f a ´ bcDq ` p f b ` caq?´D P Γg. Moreover Γg strictly contains Γg “ tpc, f q P Z2 | g| f , cu, the lattice
associated with the ideal pgq. This proves that Γg is the lattice associated with g. Finally, we notice that 2
also ramifies since |discpKq| “ 4D, say p2q “ p2
2
. The condition 2 ∤ c, f in the case 2||q is the same as
f ` c?´D P p2, while the condition 2|c, f in the case 4|q is the same as f ` c
?´D P p2q.
Therefore the condition δpcd ´ f ” 0 mod pqδpℓ | pcdℓ ´ f qqδpg| f q is the same as f ` c
?´D P L1p1g.
Hence c2D` f 2 is divisible by ℓpg.
A.2.2. case 2: p | q. In this case, pm, pq “ 1 and Bpξ, b,mp, c; qq “ 0 unless p|c. Let cp “ c{p, cpξ “ cξ{p
and qp “ q{p. Then Bpξ, b,mp, c; qq “ Bpξ, b,m, cp; qpq. We have,
(A.19) Bpξ, b,m, cp; qpq “ 1
qℓ
gpm, pcpξ ` bqpℓq, qℓq.
Similarly Bpdℓξ, bd,mpD, f ; qq “ Bpdℓξ, bd,mDq, fpg; qpDqδpg| f q. We have
(A.20) Bpdℓξ, bd,mDq, fpg; qpDqδpg| f q “ δpg| f qδpg| f q
qDℓ
gpmDq, p fpgξ ` bdqpDℓq, qDℓq.
We evaluate the gauss sums using lemma A.4. The exponentials are quadratic in b. On taking the product
of Bpξ, b,m, cp; qpq and Bpdℓξ, bd,mDq, fpg; qpDq, we will see that the b2 term vanishes. To be explicit, we
present the details of the case when q is odd.
gpm, gℓpcpξ ` bqpℓq, qℓqgpmDq, p fpgξ ` bdqpDℓq, qDℓq “e
˜
´4mDqrDpcpξ ` bqpℓq2 ` p fpdℓξ ` bdqpℓq2s
gqℓ
¸
ˆ
ˆ
m
g
˙ˆ
Dq
qDℓ
˙
εqℓεqDℓ
qℓ?
g
.
Expanding the squares, the coefficient of b2 is pD ` d2qq2pℓ2, which is divisible by gqℓ. One can check that
the corresponding linear b-term is ep´2mDpDcp ` fpdqb{pq. The sum over b gives,
(A.21)
1
τpχq
ÿ
b mod p
χpbqe
˜
´2mDpDcp ` fpdqb
p
¸
“ χp´4mdqχpcpd ´ fpq.
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The sum over ξ mod ℓ is executed exactly as before. Putting it all together, when q is odd,
Apm, pcp, fpq; qpq “χp´2mdqχpcpd ´ fpq
δpg| f q?g
qℓ
δpp | c, f qδpℓ | pcdℓ ´ f qq
ˆ
ˆ
m
g
˙ˆ
Dq
qDℓ
˙
εqℓεqDℓe
˜
´4mDqpc2D` f 2q
gqp2ℓ
¸
.
(A.22)
Similarly when 2||q,
Apm, pcp, fpq; qpq “χp´2mdqχpcpd ´ fpq
2δpg| f q?g
qℓ
δpp | c, f qδpℓ | pcdℓ ´ f qq
ˆ
ˆ
2m
g
˙ˆ
Dq
q1Dℓ
˙
εq1ℓεq1Dℓδp2 ∤ c, f qe
˜
´8mDqpc2D` f 2q
gq1p2ℓ
¸
.
(A.23)
Finally when 4|q,
Apm, pcp, fpq; qpq “χp´2mdqχpcpd ´ fpqδpp | c, f q
δpg| f q?g
qℓ
δpℓ | pcdℓ ´ f qq
ˆ
´
g
m
¯ˆ
qDℓ
Dq
˙
2i
εmεmDq
δp2 | c, f qe
˜
´mDqpc2D ` f 2q
4gqp2ℓ
¸
.
(A.24)
Remark A.6. The condition p|c, f corresponds to pc, f q P Γp “ tpc, f q P Z2 | p divides c, f u, which is the
lattice associated to the ideal ppq. Therefore the condition δpp | c, f qδpℓ | pcdℓ ´ f qqδpg| f q is the same as
f ` c?´D P L1ppqg. Therefore c2D` f 2 is divisible by ℓp2g.
We have thus computed explicitly the analytic and arithmetic parts. We can get an explicit Voronoi
formula by putting together the expressions (A.10), (A.15), (A.16), (A.17), (A.22), (A.23) and (A.24). We
shall update the article in the next version of the paper and show that our Voronoi formula matches with that
in [3, 7].
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